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Abstract—Critical dimension (CD) variation caused by defocus
is largely systematic with dense lines “smiling” through focus while
isolated lines “frown.” In this paper, we propose a new design
methodology that allows explicit compensation of focus-dependent
CD variation, in particular, either within a cell (self-compensated
cells) or across cells in a critical path (self-compensated design). By
creating iso and dense variants for each library cell, we can achieve
designs that are more robust to focus variation. Optimization
with a mixture of dense and iso cell variants is possible, both for
area and leakage power in timing constraints (critical delay), with
the latter an interesting complement to existing leakage-reduction
techniques, such as dual-Vth. We implement both a heuristic
and mixed-integer linear-programming (MILP) solution methods
to address this optimization and experimentally compare their
results. Results indicate that designing with a self-compensated
cell library incurs 12% area penalty and 6% leakage increase
over a baseline library while compensating for focus-dependent
CD variation (i.e., the design meets timing constraints across a
large range of focus variation). We observe 27% area penalty and
7% leakage increase at the worst case defocus condition using
only single-pitch cells. The area penalty of circuits after using
both the heuristic and MILP optimization approaches is reduced
to 3% while maintaining timing. We also apply the optimization
to leakage, which traditionally shows very large variability due to
its exponential relationship with gate CD. We conclude that a
mixed iso/dense library that is combined with a sensitivity-based
optimization approach yields much better area/timing/leakage
tradeoffs than using a self-compensated cell library alone. Selfcompensated designs show 25% less leakage power on average
at the worst defocus condition compared to a design employing
a conventional library for the benchmarks studied.
Index Terms—Across-chip linewidth variation (ACLV), design
for manufacturability, focus, leakage, self-compensating, systematic variation.

I. I NTRODUCTION AND P RIOR W ORK

W

ITHIN-DIE process variation has become one of the
most important considerations in IC manufacturing,
particularly as lithography moves into the deeply subwavelength regime [2], [3]. Variation can occur at the fabrication
stage (intrinsic variation) or during circuit operation (dynamic
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variation) [1]. There are two major components to intrinsic
variation: random and systematic [1], [2], [5]. Because of
the strong layout dependence of the systematic component,
estimation of systematic variation is impossible until layout
information is available. Due to numerous variation sources and
their interactions, systematic variation is difficult to predict and
often treated as random.
Effective channel-length (Leﬀ ) variation is one of the biggest
determinants of IC performance [3]. Prohibitive increases in
the cost of process control necessitate relaxed control of Leﬀ
from a manufacturing perspective, shifting the focus to a
more proactive management of Leﬀ variation from a design
perspective. Across-chip linewidth-variation (ACLV) control is
critical to the timing and functionality of a design [4]. Various
resolution enhancement techniques (RETs), such as subresolution assistant feature (SRAF), optical proximity correction
(OPC), and phase-shifting mask are commonly used to achieve
ACLV control and larger process window in current design-tomanufacturing flows [8], [15], [16].
One of the major sources of Leﬀ variation is focus. Focus
variations can occur, for example, due to changes in wafer
flatness or lens imperfections. Defocus is a key parameter that
defines the process window along with exposure dose. For a
fixed exposure dose, only a limited value of depth of focus is
acceptable to print a CD within a certain value of variation tolerance. Traditional corner-case timing-analysis flows are very
pessimistic in worst casing focus impact on critical dimensions.
This is because layout pitch and focus have very systematic
interactions, as shown by so-called Bossung plots.
There have been a number of papers studying patterndependent variability. In particular, Orshansky et al. [4], [24]
examined the characterization and impact of systematic spatial
gate-length variation on the performance of circuits. The authors claim that the systematic spatial intrachip CD variability,
rather than pattern-dependent proximity effects, are the primary
cause of circuit-delay variation and speed degradation. They
classified all gates into 18 different categories based on the
orientation (vertical or horizontal) and spacing between neighboring polylines (i.e., dense, denso, and isolated) to capture the
interaction between the optical-lithography process and locallayout patterns. Dense is defined as minimum spacing, denso
represents an intermediate distance, and all others are labeled
as isolated. Lgate values are then measured from the testchips
to build Lgate maps. The Lgate maps containing spatial
information of each gate are fed into a tool to generate modified
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the other device becomes longer (thus, slower). This can be
achieved by making one device “iso” and the other device
“dense.” The other way of generating self-compensated cells
is to find spacing ranges in which the linewidth variation is
negligible by focus variation. Each spacing between adjacent
polylines should be one of these values. In this paper, we
generate all the self-compensated cells by requiring polyspacing to be in the compensated spacing range (to be discussed
further in the next section). We also explore the possibility
of single pitched-cells where all polyspacings are set to one
highly manufacturable value to eliminate the focus-dependent
CD variation inside cells.
Fig. 1. Idealized Bossung plot representing the systematic and opposing
behavior of dense and iso patterns through defocus.

netlists depending on the location of the gates. Results show
about 17% of critical-path-delay variation and up to 25% of
timing error and performance loss without proper consideration
of systematic spatial gate-length variation components.
Gupta and Fook-Luen [6] also study systematic variation and
propose a novel static-timing-analysis approach that exploits
the effect of proximity effects and focus-dependent CD variation. The premise of their technique is that, since throughpitch and through-focus variation in a chip are systematic, they
can be considered into the static-timing analysis. As observed
in the so-called Bossung plots (Fig. 1), linewidth decreases
under defocus conditions for larger spacings (audio frequencies can partially combat this, as will be discussed later) and
linewidth increases for dense patterns. Results in the study
in [6] indicate that there is about 10% variation in the target
linewidth as the pitch decrease and the through-focus variation
can take up 30% of total ACLV. The authors compare the new
systematic-variation-aware timing considering both throughpitch and through-focus systematic variations to the standard
corner-based timing and find reductions in timing uncertainty
of up to 40%.
II. C OMPENSATING F OCUS -D EPENDENT CD V ARIATION
Systematic variation can be mitigated to some extent by
performing OPC and inserting assist features but cannot completely be eliminated due to various reasons (modeling errors,
algorithmic inaccuracies, process variations, etc.). The remaining linewidth variation due to layout is significant even after the
use of complex RET techniques, with isolated and dense lines
retaining opposite behavior under varying defocus [6]. Thus,
there is a possibility of compensating for systematic variation
in the design itself. This compensation can be achieved in two
ways: 1) by ensuring that each standard cell is robust against
focus variation and 2) by intelligently constructing a robust
circuit out of inherently nonrobust building blocks or cells.
A. Self-Compensated Cell Layout
By self-compensated cell layout, we refer to a correct-byconstruction methodology that relies on within-cell compensation of CD variation caused by focus variation. For example,
variation can be compensated in series-connected NMOS, if
one device becomes shorter (thus, faster) under defocus and

B. Self-Compensated Physical Design
This refers to compensation across cells (e.g., along a critical
path). Consider two cells G1 and G2 that lie on the critical
path G1 −→ G2. Focus variation, if not corrected by applying
expensive RETs, can cause variation in critical-path delay
and lead to potential timing failures or parametric yield loss.
However, if G1 is explicitly made “iso” while G2 is made to act
“dense,” focus-dependent CD variation can be compensated.
Assuming that iso and dense versions of library cells are
available, designs that are robust to focus variation become
possible.
In this paper, we compare and contrast the two approaches
described above. For example, we seek to compare the area
overheads of self-compensated libraries versus across-cell optimizations. We generate each cell variant based on lithography
simulation, and the area overhead is then determined using
place-and-route step. A sensitivity-based heuristic optimization
approach for the self-compensating design for timing and area
aspect was proposed in [23]. This heuristic algorithm can also
be applied to reduce leakage while ensuring timing is met,
which is explored in this paper. We also propose an integer
linear-programming (ILP) formulation to ensure that timing is
met across the expected focus range, and these results also allow us to determine the nonoptimality of the heuristic approach.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section III describes the construction of a cell library that
consists of each version of cells, and Section IV describes
self-compensating design techniques in area and leakage. We
present experimental results in Section V, and Section VI
provides conclusions.
III. L AYOUT G ENERATION
The work in [23] is based on the lithographic simulation results after OPC and SRAF insertion using Calibre WorkBench
(WB) [10]. Critical dimensions at every space and focus level
are obtained from the five-line patterns. However, no layouts
are actually generated for iso, dense, and self-compensated cell
variants. In that case, the area of each cell and its parasitics were
estimated based on the deviation from the original layout spacings to new (iso/dense/self-compensated) spacings. To obtain
better estimates of delay and area after placement and routing,
we generate each version of cells using an automated-layoutgeneration tool [21].
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN CALIBRE WB [10]

Fig. 3. Linewidth variation with asymmetric spacing for two defocus values,
0.0 and 0.4 µm. The nearly flat surface represents 0.0-µm defocus.
TABLE II
SPACING CRITERIA FOR CELL GENERATION (SB = SCATTERING BAR)

Fig. 2.

Linewidth variation with spacing (SBs are inserted at 420 and 660 nm).

A. Lithography Simulation
Lithography parameters used in Calibre WB [10] are shown
in Table I. We use an optical lithography process with 248-nm
wavelength and numerical aperture (NA) of 0.7. Optical models
are generated at five different defocus levels (e.g., 0.0, 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, and 0.4 µm) and a constant threshold resist model is used.
We assume that the optical characteristics are symmetric in
defocus (i.e., +0.1 µm = −0.1 µm defocus).
B. CD Measurement
To find a specific spacing range for iso, dense, selfcompensated, and single-pitched cells, we perform lithography simulation after OPC and SRAF insertion at two defocus
values, namely, best and worst defocus values. The resulting
printed linewidths are then measured. Leﬀ variations at the
worst defocus value (0.4 µm) are used to construct the criteria
for spacing range of each variant of cells (i.e., iso, dense, selfcompensated, and single-pitched cells). The linewidth variation
with spacing from 180 to 660 nm at 0.0- and 0.4-µm defocus
level is shown in Fig. 2. The 3-D graph with different left and
right spacing from 180 to 630 nm with 50-nm step is shown
in Fig. 3. As can be seen from these graphs, due to the use of
scattering bars, the linewidth does not vary much at best focus
even if the spacing between polylines increase. The tolerance
of the self-compensated devices is set at 4 nm, since the 3σ for
the gate CD control is 4 nm in 130-nm technology [11]. The
first scattering bar is inserted at the spacing of 420 nm, and
the second scattering bar is inserted when the spacing becomes
660 nm. Therefore, we define allowable spacings for dense

devices as 180 (minimum space), 420 (first scattering bar
point), and 660 nm (second scattering bar point). We define
380–410 nm and 600–650 nm as the iso spacing range, and
260–320 nm and 460–480 nm as the self-compensated spacing
regions. Finally, we select 480 nm as the spacing value for
single-pitched cells from the self-compensated regions, because
the minimum spacing for contact is 420 nm. Table II summarizes the spacing criteria for cell generation. We can set our
intended spacing of polygates within technology files (ProTech
[21]) to make each desired version of the library cells. A
lumped-C model of capacitance is extracted and added into
netlists to obtain more exact timing; to this end, we use a
commercial parasitic-extraction tool (Calibre PEX [10]).
To analyze iso/dense/self-compensated behavior with defocus, we use a five-line pattern and sweep the spacing between the three center lines from 180 to 480 nm. Scattering
bar insertion and OPC are performed on these patterns using
Calibre [10]. The average linewidth of the center line is then
measured for each pattern. Fig. 4 shows the variation in this
critical dimension for different spacing values at nine different
defocus values. The figure shows distinct space ranges where
the patterns behave as iso, dense, or self-compensated.
Based on Figs. 3 and 4, we generate a lookup table (LUT)
using the function CD = f (LS, RS, F ), where LS is the left
space, RS is the right space, and F is defocus. This allows us
to obtain the exact degree to which specific patterns act isolated, dense, or self-compensated and also to predict CD-given
defocus and spacings. The tolerance of the self-compensated
devices is set at 4 nm. Thus, if linewidths are 4 nm larger
than nominal at 0.4-µm defocus, we assume those patterns are
“dense”; similarly, if linewidths are 4 nm smaller than nominal,
we classify the patterns as “iso.” Finally, if the CD variation
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Fig. 4. Linewidth variation with defocus level (nominal linewidth =
130 nm).

is less than 4 nm at 0.4-µm defocus, we consider the pattern
“self-compensated.” The first scattering-bar insertion point is
at a spacing of 420 nm, therefore, the “most iso” pattern has a
spacing of roughly 400 nm. At 420-nm spacing and above, the
pattern reverts to “dense” behavior as a result of scattering bar
insertion. At the “most dense” spacing (180 nm on each side),
the linewidth increases 13% from nominal and in the “most iso”
case (i.e., 400 nm on each side), the linewidth decreases 11%
from nominal at the 0.4-µm defocus point.
The optimal scattering bar placement and width depend on
numerous factors such as wavelength (λ), NA, illumination
type, and others [12]. Reference [13] provides equations for
optimal size and placement (defined as SRAF to main pattern
spacing) of scattering bars, which are (0.2 ∼ 0.25) ∗ (λ/NA)
and (0.55 ∼ 0.75) ∗ (λ/NA), respectively.
C. Edge Devices
Special consideration is required for the edge devices. Edge
devices are those devices that are closest to the standard cell
boundary. For example, since there is only one polyline for
NMOS and PMOS in an INVX1 (minimum-sized inverter)
layout, these are all edge devices. We identify two different
types of edge devices: case 1 has no neighboring devices on
either side (as in INVX1), while case 2 has no neighboring
device on exactly one side (e.g., leftmost or rightmost devices
in cells except INVX1, INVX2 which have no fingers). To
investigate the edge effect in case 1, we first sweep the spacing
from 180 nm to 1 µm symmetrically on both sides. Fig. 5 shows
linewidth versus spacing in case 1. As can be seen from the
graph, linewidth is insensitive to focus after two SRAFs are
inserted on each side of the polyline. For case 2 edge devices,
we fix one side at 180 nm for dense and 380 nm for iso devices.
The spacing on the other side is swept up to 2 µm. Fig. 6 shows
the case 2 edge effect of dense and iso cells, respectively. When
two adjacent polylines are 1.2 µm apart (i.e., two SRAFs are inserted at each side), the linewidth does not vary much even if the
spacing becomes larger. Since the distance from edge devices to
the cell boundary for all cells is over 600 nm in this technology
(making the distance of two neighboring polylines more than
1.2 µm), we assume that all edge devices of dense and iso cells
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Fig. 5. Linewidth variation at 0.4-µm defocus in case 1. Arrows indicate SB
insertion points.

Fig. 6. Linewidth with spacing from 0.5 to 2 µm at 0.0 and 0.4-µm defocus
in case 2 for dense and iso cells.

in case 2 follow the behavior seen in Fig. 6. For case 2 edge
devices of self-compensated and single-pitched cells, we use
the LUT linewidth value at one space from each layout and the
other space at 660 nm [two scattering bars (SBs)].
D. Library Construction
The spacing between each polyline can be divided into
three different ranges based on lithography-simulation results.
Specific space values are used to generate each layout variant
of the cells. A layout-synthesis tool is used to create the actual
layouts in which all the spacings between polylines are fixed to
the values of each category. From the range of self-compensated
spacing, one spacing value for which Leﬀ variation is negligible
is selected for single-pitched cells.
We consider 21 frequently used cells (INV: X1, X2, X6, X8,
X12, NAND2(3), and NOR2(3): X1, X2, X4, X6). All five variants of each cell are generated using the same layout-synthesis
tool, namely, original, dense, iso, self-compensated, and singlepitch. The original version is generated without any constraints
in spacing, enabling the smallest area possible. The singlepitch version allows only one fixed spacing value between all
polylines. This single spacing/pitch value is chosen based on
its insensitivity to focus variation. The cell height is set to
4.2 µm. Table III shows the average area overhead comparison
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TABLE III
NORMALIZED AREA OVERHEAD OF EACH CELL VERSION

leakage constraints) domains. In this section, we describe both
heuristic and mixed ILP (MILP) solution methods to the selfcompensated physical-design problem.
A. Area-Driven Timing Optimization

found using both the actual cell layouts and the estimated
areas taken from [23]. As can be seen from the table, the
two approaches show similar values with self-compensated cell
variants exhibiting ∼10% area increase on average. In addition,
single-pitch cells yield substantially higher area penalties than
the other variants.
The LUT constructed from Fig. 4 gives CD of each variant
of cells at two defocus values. Parasitic capacitances from
the lumped-C model of parasitic-extraction tool are included
in netlists, and timing- and power-characterization tool from
Synopsys (Star-MTB) [26] is then extensively run to generate
libraries of timing and power for each layout version of cells.
The library (.lib) is standard Synopsys format which contains
7 × 7 table-based timing and dynamic power and leakages
information.
IV. S ELF -C OMPENSATED D ESIGN B ASELINES
A. Self-Compensated Cell-Based Design
The most straightforward approach to creating a design
that is insensitive to defocus in the lithographic process is to
make each standard-cell-element self-compensating in isolation. Based on the previous section, we have created a selfcompensated library, and resulting circuit performance (area,
delay, power) using this library will be used as a baseline in the
results section of this paper.
B. Single-Pitch Cell Design
Designing circuits using a single pitch on the critical layer
holds promise since a manufacturing process can be highly
tuned to maximize manufacturability at a given pitch at the
expense of printability of other pitches. We select one spacing
value within the range of self-compensated spacings to generate single-pitch cells. Again, the resulting circuit performance
using this library will be compared against when evaluating the
optimization approaches introduced in Section V next.
V. O PTIMIZATION (S ELF -C OMPENSATED
P HYSICAL D ESIGN )
As can be seen from the previous section, a more robust
design, with respect to focus variation, is possible by using
either self-compensated or single-pitched cells. Another option
is to generate optimized circuits using both dense and iso cells
to meet timing at all focus points. Optimization with a mix
of dense and iso cells is possible both in the timing (i.e.,
to meet critical delay) and power (i.e., to meet worst case

The first optimization seeks to balance timing and area.
We can generate new circuits that meet timing requirements
through all defocus values by using both dense- and iso-cell
variants; the goal will be to use as few iso variants as possible,
thereby minimizing the area penalty.
1) Heuristic: Iso–dense self-compensating physical design
can be viewed as a sizing problem. Since dense cells are slower
(at worst case focus) and smaller while iso cells are faster and
bigger, we start with the circuit initially synthesized with dense
cells, then swap in iso versions to meet the timing at the worst
case defocus level.
Initially, synthesis with the dense library results in the slowest timing at worst defocus conditions with minimal area.
The optimization of delay versus area is implemented using
a sensitivity-based approach to minimize area penalty while
instantiating iso counterparts of dense cells in the circuit to
meet timing constraints. In our experiments, the required time
at the primary outputs is set to be the worst case delay with
the original library at 0-µm defocus. The sensitivity of all gates
with respect to a change from “dense” to “iso” variants can be
defined as [17]
Sensitivity =


∆D
1
∆A + K1 arcs slackarc − Smin + K2

(1)

where ∆A is the change in area, and ∆D is the change in delay
due to the swap. Smin is the worst slack in the circuit when
synthesized using the “dense” library, and the arcs consist of all
rise and fall transitions from each input to output of the gate.
The term slackarc is the difference between arrival and required
times of the timing arc, and K1 and K2 are small positive
numbers to ensure numerical stability of the expression.
Pseudocode for our optimization process is as follows:
Optimization {
Input: focus, Output: optimized circuits
While worst_slack is negative
Calculate sensitivities of all gates in the circuits
Sort Sensitivities in nonincreasing order
Swap the “dense”version with “iso”cell, based on order
of sensitivities
Calculate new_delay of circuit
Update worst_slack
}
Post Processing {
If worst_slack at intermediate defocus value is not negative
Finish optimization and exit
Else
Find the maximum-delay defocus point
Perform optimization at the maximum-delay defocus
point
}
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TABLE IV
AREA AND LEAKAGE POWER CHANGE WHEN DENSE CELLS ARE
EXCHANGED WITH ISO COUNTERPARTS

Fig. 7. Illustration of optimization process (D denotes “dense” and I denotes
“iso” cell; numbers are example sensitivities of gates to swapping to “iso”
counterparts).

As the pseudocode indicates, we first sort sensitivities in
nonincreasing order. The gate with maximum sensitivity is then
swapped with its corresponding iso version. Incremental timing
analysis updates the worst_slack value, and new sensitivities are
then calculated if the timing is not met.
Fig. 7 shows an example of the swapping. The numbers in the
illustration represent the sensitivity of each gate when changing
from dense to iso counterparts. Since all gates are dense at first,
the design may not meet timing at worst case defocus. Changing
from dense to iso compensates for defocus along critical paths.
The algorithm iterates until timing constraints are met. Table IV
shows the (absolute) increases in area and leakage power when
dense cells are swapped with their iso counterparts. Inverters
show negligible impact on cell area when exchanged with iso
counterparts, since there is often space in these cell layouts to
make changes without impacting cell width. However, swapping more complex cells, such as NAND3 and NOR3, results in
moderate area penalties. Most NAND2 or NOR gates, however,
show relatively small leakage power increments compared to
inverters (e.g., INVX12), since leakage in these cell types
is inherently smaller. Absolute numbers are given since the
algorithm directly operates on these and they will help shed
light on decisions that the algorithm makes in the results
section.
Even after the above optimization procedure (which ensures
timing correctness at both best and worst focus conditions,
assuming it is feasible), the circuit may not meet timing constraints at intermediate values of focus. This may occur since
the optimization only uses information at perfect focus and
worst case defocus in guiding decisions, leading to potential
timing failures when focus is nonlinear or nonmonotonic. Thus,
the timing constraint should be checked across defocus levels.
We sweep the optimized circuits over all defocus values to find
the maximum-delay focus condition. If the maximum-delay
defocus point is out of the permissible focus range or the maximum delay is less than the required time, no further steps are
needed. However, if the maximum-delay defocus point is within
the permissible focus range, a postprocessing step, as described
above, is required to globally meet the timing constraint. At
the maximum-delay defocus point, we can apply the same
sensitivity-based optimization process, which is shown above,
to ensure that the optimized circuit meets timing throughout
the expected defocus range. Delay at intermediate focus values
(e.g., 0.11, 0.37 µm, etc.) is calculated by interpolation from
precharacterized cell delays at a small set of focus values
(e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 µm, etc.). In the interpolation, we assume
CD to be a quadratic function of focus. In addition, we assume

that cell delay is a linear function of gate length for small
perturbations of gate length.
2) Mixed ILP (MILP): Although the sensitivity-based
heuristic optimization that uses dense and iso cells for compensating designs results in good solutions, postprocessing may
be required to ensure the compensation is valid throughout
the expected defocus range. Due to the nonlinearity of delay
(or CD) with focus, an optimization approach should ideally
guarantee that the resulting solution is valid at all defocus
points.
To inherently consider the range of potential defocus conditions, we propose a new optimization approach based on
ILP. For each gate i, let the area of component i as Ai , P
be the set of all possible paths, and n be the number of gates
in circuits. The problem of minimizing the total area subject
to a maximum delay bound (required time) can be formulated
as [19]

Minimize

n




Ai

i=1

Subject to

Di ≤ Dmax ;

∀p ∈ P

i∈p

Ai ∈ Adense
, Aiso
i
i ;

i = 1, . . . , n.

(2)

The number of possible paths from primary inputs to primary outputs is exponential in n. Therefore, transforming the
constraints on path delay into constraints on delay across components (e.g., arrival time) is widely accepted as a practical
technique. ai represents the arrival time at each node i while
Dmax is the maximum-delay bound (required time of the
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circuit). The above problem can be rewritten as
Minimize

n


The integer (binary) linear problem can be efficiently solved
using a commercial linear solver. In our case, we use the mixedinteger optimizer of CPLEX [20].

Ai

i=1

B. Leakage-Driven Timing Optimization

Subject to
aj ≤ Dmax ;

j ∈ outputs

aj + Di ≤ ai ;

i = 1, . . . , n and ∀j ∈ input(i)

Di ≤ ai ;

i = n + 1, . . . n + s : inputs

Ai ∈ Adense
, Aiso
i
i ;

i = 1, . . . , n.

(3)

To include the delay variation due to defocus, we discretize
the defocus into five levels (0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 µm). The
ILP problem can then be cast as
Minimize

n


Ai

Leakage is highly sensitive to linewidth variations due to
well-known short-channel effects in scaled MOSFETs. Therefore, we propose to perform optimization using dense and iso
cells based on leakage characteristics rather than area. A new
sensitivity metric that includes the leakage change when an
iso cell replaces a dense cell can be formulated, as in (6).
We ignore the area change that was considered in (1) and,
instead, use ∆Leak in the denominator. As can be seen in
the Bossung plot (Figs. 1 and 4), the linewidth of dense cells
increases with defocus leading to less leakage. On the other
hand, the linewidth of iso cells decreases with defocus, causing
dramatically higher leakage in this case. The same heuristic
algorithm is applied using this new sensitivity.

i=1

Sensitivity =

Subject to
aj,f ≤ Dmax ;

j ∈ outputs

aj,f +Di,f ≤ ai,f ;

i = 1, . . . , n and
VI. R ESULTS

i = n+1, . . . , n+s : inputs

Ai ∈ Adense
, Aiso
i
i ;

i = 1, . . . , n

f ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4};

defocus

(4)

where ai,f is the arrival time of gate i at f defocus level, and
Di,f represents the gate delay of the ith component at defocus
level f .
Finally, given two choices (dense and iso) of gates, the
problem can be transformed into an integer (binary) linearoptimization problem
Minimize

(6)

where ∆Leak is the leakage change in switching from dense
cells to iso at the worst defocus condition.

∀j ∈ input(i)
Di,f ≤ ai,f ;

∆D
1 
∆Leak arcs slackarc − Smin + K2

n

 dense

Ai
(1 − xi ) + Aiso
i (xi )
i=1

Subject to
aj,f ≤ Dmax ; j ∈ outputs
 dense

iso
(1 − xi ) + Di,f
(xi ) ≤ ai,f ;
aj,f + Di,f
i = 1, . . . , n and ∀j ∈ input(i)
dense
iso
(1 − xi ) + Di,f
(xi ) ≤ ai,f ;
Di,f

i = n + 1, . . . , n + s : inputs
xi ∈ 0, 1 (binary);
i = 1, . . . , n(0 = dense, 1 = iso)
f ∈ {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4};

defocus.

(5)

To quantify delay variation with defocus across the iso/
dense/self-compensated libraries and using our optimization
approaches, timing libraries for three different variants of each
cell are generated, as described in Section III. ISCAS85 benchmark circuits [18] are then synthesized with the “dense” library
at minimum-timing constraints using Design Compiler [14].
Table V summarizes the normalized delay and area overhead
using the various libraries for each benchmark circuit. The table
shows that the original library incurs 13% slowdown at worst
case defocus since cells in that library are inherently dense,
while the delay decreases 16% on average when using the iso
library alone. Both self-compensated and single-pitch cells lead
to good robustness across defocus levels. The normalized leakage power information is shown on the right side of the Table V.
As expected, original and dense libraries at the worst defocus
value have much less (> 40%) leakage than the original library
at perfect focus since linewidths systematically increase. On the
other hand, leakage power with iso cells increase by more than
3× over the original cells at 0.4-µm defocus. Leakage power
overhead in both self-compensated and single-pitched cells is
small (5%–6%).
The normalized area overheads incurred when using each
cell variant (both uniformly and using the proposed optimization approaches) are shown in Table VII. The gate distribution
and runtime of the optimization options are shown in the right
side of the table. Heu1 refers to the heuristic optimization
of timing and area (Section V-A) and heu2 represents the
optimization of timing and leakage described in Section V-B.
While self-compensated and single-pitched libraries lead to
good timing behavior across focus, as already shown, they
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TABLE V
NORMALIZED DELAY AND LEAKAGE POWER FOR ISCAS85 BENCHMARK CIRCUITS SYNTHESIZED IN
EACH LIBRARY TYPE (NORMALIZED TO ORIGINAL CELLS AT 0.0-µm DEFOCUS VALUE)

also lead to relatively large area overheads of 11% and 27%,
respectively. The ILP optimization provides an optimal solution
and can be used to determine how well the heuristics are
performing. The two sensitivity-based heuristics show 3%–4%
area increases while meeting timing requirement throughout
all defocus range. Note that the trend is toward smaller area
penalties in the larger benchmarks, explainable by the fact
that a smaller (relative) subset of gates are responsible for
determining timing in these larger circuits. The first heuristic, in
particular, achieves circuit areas very close to optimal, usually
within 1%.
In Table VII, the heuristic optimization considering leakage
power results in the use of fewer iso cells than the heuristic
based on timing and area, since iso cells are being penalized
more heavily by leakage than area due to the exponential dependence of the former. However, heu2 still shows a slightly larger
area penalty since it is choosing to exchange gates that show
small leakage penalties, which tend to be gates with stacked
devices such as NAND2, NAND3, etc. [25]. These gates also
are large and incur more severe area penalties when swapped
from dense to iso variants. In contrast, heu1 selects very small
gates such as inverters to convert to iso, since the change in
area is being penalized in the sensitivity measure. Table VI
provides details on the five most commonly swapped gates from
dense to iso cells in optimizing the c5315 benchmark using
the two different heuristics and the ILP. In line with the above
discussion, we observe that there are substantial differences in
both the total number of swapping and the type of swapped
cells. Despite the fact that heu1 swaps over 10× more cells
than heu2 and the ILP solutions, the area penalties are nearly
identical for this circuit since most of the swapped cells in heu1
have little to no layout area penalties. As can be seen from the
runtime of the various optimization approaches in Table VII,
the heuristic techniques shows very reasonable efficiency with
high-quality solutions relative to the ILP.
To further illustrate the differences between the heuristic and
ILP optimizations, slack versus defocus is plotted for circuit
c7552 in Fig. 8. The graph shows that, while the original circuit

TABLE VI
TOP FIVE MOST SWAPPED GATES FOR CIRCUIT C5315
BY E ACH A PPROACH

(based on the original library) fails to meet the required time
at defocus, both heuristic and ILP optimization solutions are
able to meet the timing requirement throughout the defocus
range. In the heuristic optimization, the timing requirement is
met both at perfect focus and at the extreme defocus condition
initially. However, timing failures occur at some intermediate
defocus conditions due to the nonlinearity of delay and focus.
The postprocessing step described in Section V-A can handle
the problems and guarantee the positive slack in all defocus
range. From the results of Table VII and Fig. 8, we observe that
the sensitivity-based heuristics with postprocessing are very
close to the ILP results. Therefore, we do not show the results of
running the ILP formulation with the leakage objective instead
of area.
A Monte Carlo simulation with 1000 trials is employed to
investigate the impact of defocus variation on delay distribution. A normal distribution of focus with mean = 0.0 µm and
3σ = 0.4 µm is assumed. Fig. 9 shows Monte Carlo simulation
results for the c6288 benchmark. Self-compensated, singlepitch, and the two dense + iso optimization options meet the
timing requirement at all 1000 randomly chosen defocus points.
Table VIII shows the change in leakage power at the worst
defocus conditions compared to the original library at perfect
focus using several self-compensating design options. As can
be seen, both self-compensated cells and single-pitch cells
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TABLE VII
NORMALIZED AREA AND GATE DISTRIBUTION FOR EACH LIBRARY AND OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

Fig. 8. Slack versus defocus for benchmark c7552 showing the effectiveness of various self-compensating design options. Note some defocus values
(e.g., 0.1–0.18 µm) at which the circuit fails to meet timing requirement under
the heuristic optimization without postprocessing. The horizontal line at y = 0
is added to highlight the timing constraint.

designs options shows modest ∼7% leakage increases at worst
case defocus. The area-driven dense + iso optimization shows
10% less leakage than the nominal case at 0.4-µm defocus,
although the results for this case vary widely. As expected, the
leakage-driven optimization shows 25% less leakage than the
original circuit and 15% less than heu1 since leakage is directly
accounted for in this formulation.
VII. C ONCLUSION
A novel design technique to compensate for lithographic
focus-dependent CD variation is proposed in this paper. The
general idea is to judiciously instantiate isolated and dense
versions of library cells in a circuit to effectively negate the
impact of expected focus variations. We present two heuristic
approaches to self-compensated design for focus-dependent CD
variation along with an ILP formulation. All three algorithms
lead to circuits that can meet timing requirements across ex-

Fig. 9. Stacked histograms showing the delay distribution for c6288
(required time = 4.68 ns). Note that there is a break in the y-axis at 21.

pected defocus levels while incurring only very small area
penalties. Specifically, we can achieve a focus compensated
design with ∼3% area overhead, compared to 11% and 27%
in a self-compensated and single-pitch library-based design,
respectively. In addition, we investigate the leakage impact of
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TABLE VIII
LEAKAGE POWER CHANGE FOR SELF-COMPENSATING DESIGNS AND TWO HEURISTIC-BASED OPTIMIZATIONS
AT 0.4-µm D EFOCUS C OMPARED TO O RIGINAL L IBRARY AT 0.0-µm D EFOCUS

defocus, and one of the heuristics seeks to minimize leakage
while meeting timing requirements. Results using both iso and
dense libraries together show 30% lower leakage compared to
circuits designed using an inherently self-compensated library
under worst case focus conditions.
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